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This invention pertains to a register, and more particu 
larly to a register adapted for use as a counter for scoring 
games. 

It is often desirable in a game to have a convenient 
means of scoring which will allow the player of the game 
to concentrate on the game rather than concerning him 
self with remembering the score. Such a device should 
be readily transportable, rugged and foolproof. This in 
vention comprises such a counter which utilizes three cog 
wheel units in providing a very simple mechanism for 
accomplishing the results. 

Therefore it is an object of this invention to provide a 
register characterized by its convenience of use, accuracy 
and reliability. . 
Another object of this invention is to provide a register 

that is simple and economical to manufacture, being 
adapted to modern mass production techniques. 
An additional object of this invention is to provide a 

register that will record a sum of numbers for an indi 
vidual scoring problem and in addition record a cumula 
tive sum of numbers. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
register that is simple to operate to obtain a sum of num 
bers and which may readily be returned to a zero reading. 
These and other objects will become apparent from the 

following detailed description taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawings in which 

Fig. 1 is an elevational view of the exterior of the 
counter; 

Fig. 2 is an elevational view of the counter with the 
dial removed; 

Fig. 3 is an elevational view of the counter with the 
numeral discs removed; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary view of the first cog wheel unit 
and drive; 

Fig. 5 is a bottom plan view with the case in section; 
and 

Fig. 6 is an elevational view of the counter showing 
the mounting arrangement of the cog wheel units. 

Counter , as illustrated, is adapted to be worn on the 
Wrist as a watch is worn or could be adapted to be carried 
in a pocket. The counter includes a case 2 having a 
transparent covering 3 over dial 4 which is provided with 
apertures or windows 5, 6 and 7 therethrough. Numerals 
are visible through the apertures which give a reading 
of the score to be counted. The unit illustrated is par 
ticularly well adapted for scoring a game of golf. For 
this purpose the score for the individual holes can be read 
through aperture 5 while the cumulative score is indicated 
through apertures 6 and 7. Operation of the counter is 
accomplished by means of operating button or plunger 8. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the counter with dial 4 removed which 
reveals cog or gear wheel assemblies 9, 10 and 11 which 
are to add up the score seen through windows 5, 6, and 7 
respectively. These cog wheel assemblies include nu 
meral dials or discs 12, 13 and 14 each of which in the 
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preferred embodiment is provided with indicating nu 

2 
merals running, from zero to nine. Cog wheel units 9, 
{) and 11 are mounted in the case on pins 5, 6 and 17, . 

respectively. By the action of these units a score from 
zero to nine will be visible through aperture 5 while a 
score from zero to ninety-nine will be indicated through 
windows 6 and 7, all of which will be made more clear 
hereinafter. 

In Fig. 3 the counter is shown with the numeral dials 
removed so that cog or gear wheels 18, 9 and 20, which 
form a part of the cog wheel assemblies, can be seen. 
Both the numeral disc and the cog wheel of each assembly 
are locked to the pin in a suitable manner so as to rotate 
simultaneously. Cog wheel assembly 9 further includes 
a smaller ratchet wheel 2 also mounted firmly on pin 15. 
This cogwheel assembly is rotatable in a suitable manner 
by operating plunger 8. Thus, for example, the plunger 
may include a narrow portion 22 which passes through 
an opening 23 in the case of the counter, and further in 
cludes an enlarged bottom portion 24 which is of greater 
dimensions than the opening. Leaf spring element 25, 
suitably secured in the case such as by pins 26 and 27, 
engages the lower edge of portion 24 and keeps the oper 
ating button normally in an up position as shown. A 
ratchet finger 28 is pivotally mounted on the bottom por 
tion 24 and by means of spring 29 is kept in engagement 
with one of teeth 30 of ratchet wheel 21. Guide means 
31 may further be provided for portion 24 of the operat 
ing means. s 
The operation of cogwheel assembly 9 is in the usual 

manner of a ratchet driven device. When the operating 
button is depressed, ratchet finger 28 moves ratchet wheel 
21 in a clockwise direction advancing the wheel a distance 
corresponding to one tooth of the cog wheel. When the 
operating button is subsequently released, spring 25 re 
turns the button to the normal up position, ratchet finger 
28 slips back one tooth on the ratchet wheel and is ready 
to again advance the wheel upon actuation of the button. 
When there are ten numerals inscribed on numeral 

disc 12, and where the ratchet arrangement is designed 
to advance ratchet wheel 21 the distance of one tooth 
upon operation of the operating button, ratchet wheel 21 
should be provided with a total of ten teeth. This num 
ber of teeth corresponds to the ten markings (from zero 
to nine) on the numeral disc and assures that the disc is 
advanced the space of one numeral for each depression 
of the operating button. In other words, by the ten 
tooth ratchet arrangement, one stroke of the operating 
plunger advances cogwheel assembly 9 in a normal direc 
tion an angular distance of one tenth of a revolution. 
The numeral disc should be located on pin 15 in relation 
to cog 21 in Such a manner that a numeral thereon will 
be clearly visible through aperture 5 for each position of 
the cog wheel after operation of button 8. 
A spring 32 may be provided to act as a detent in keep 

ing wheel 18, and thus wheels 21 and 12, in position after 
each operation of the plunger. The spring is yieldable 
so that it may be overcome by the actuation of the cog 
wheel assembly 9 through the operating plunger mecha 
S. 

Also included with wheel 18 is a coil spring 33 which 
is suitably anchored in the case on pin 34 and which winds 
up, increasing in tension, as cogwheel assembly 9 is ro 
tated normally. 
Cog wheel 18 meshes with cog wheel 19 which is of 

equal diameter and has an equal number of teeth. There- - 
fore wheel 19 and disc 12 move equally and simultane 
ously when wheel 18 is moved, but normally in a counter 
clockwise direction, also being advanced a tenth of a 
revolution for each push of the button. 
disc 13 is arranged on its mounting pin so that a numeral 
is visible through window 6 following each operation 

Again numeral 
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of the button. Leaf spring 35 is provided for wheel 19 
which acts as a detent for maintaining the wheel in po 
sition, but which is readily overcome when the counter 
is operated. 
Cog wheel 20 of cog wheel unit 11 does not mesh 

with either wheel 18 or wheel 19. However, wheel 19 
does include a projecting pin or offset tooth 36. adapted 
to engage wheel 20 which may best be seen in Fig. 5. 
Tooth 36 is arranged so that once every revolution of 
wheel 19 it will contact a tooth of wheel 20 and thereby 
intermittently advance the latter wheel in a clockwise 
direction. In the preferred embodiment, wheel. 20 is 
provided with ten teeth, so that offset tooth 36 will ad 
vance wheel 20 a fraction of a revolution corresponding 
to one tooth, or in other words one tenth of a revolution, 
for each complete revolution of wheel. 19. 

Disc 14 is of course suitably mounted on pin 17 so 
that a numeral thereon will be clearly visible through 
window 7 for each stationary position of wheel 20. De 
tent 37 is provided for engaging wheel 20 and retaining 
it in position, but may be overcome by the action of 
offset tooth 36. 
Cog wheel assembly 11 also is provided with a coil 

spring 38 which is anchored in the case by pin 39 and 
winds up to increased tension as wheel 20 is rotated 
normally. 

After scoring has been completed and it is desired to 
return the numeral discs so that they register zero again, 
the operating button is first-manipulated so that disc 13 
indicates zero through window 6. The arrangement for 
returning the other wheels is best seen in Fig. 6 where 
the cogwheels are shown removed for purposes of clarity. 
Pin 15, holding cog wheel assembly 9, is mounted on 
a lever assembly 40. Lever 41, pivotally mounted in the 
case on pin 42, carries pin 15 near one- end. The op 
posite: end of lever 41 engages: a second lever 43 which 
is pivotally mounted on pin 44. Lever 43 projects through 
slot 45 in the case and is therefore accessible from out 
side the case. A spring element 46 maintains the levers 
in the position shown with lever 41 against stop 47 and 
lever 43 against stop 48. 

Returning disc 12 to the position of zero reading is 
accomplished by merely moving lever 43 to the position 
shown, in phantom. This moves lever 41 against pin 
16 (which acts as a stop) to the position shown in 
phantom. This disengages wheel. 18 from-wheel 19, from 
ratchet finger 28 and from detent 32. Coil spring 33. 
then unwinds, reversing the direction of wheel 18, 
rotating wheel 18 independent of the other cog wheel 
assemblies. 
assembly 9 to reverse only until disc.12 is in a position 
to give. a zero reading through window 5. The stop. 
may be simply a tab 49 projecting from wheel-18 which 
will engage pin 50, carried by lever 41, and which will 
preclude further rotation of wheel assembly:9. 

Stop means are provided to cause wheel 
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It should be observed that wheel assembly.9 may in- 55 
this manner be returned to a zero reading without moe. 
lesting the setting of the other wheels. Thus while wheel 
assemblies. 10 and 11 are adding up a total cumulative 
score, wheel assembly 9 may be repeatedly returned to. 
zero so that it may add up individual scores. 
Wheel assembly.11 is mounted in a generally similar 

manner to the mounting of assembly 9. Thus a lever 
51, pivotally mounted on pin. 52, carries pin 17 and en 
gages a.second lever 53. The latter is pivotally, secured 
in the case on pin 54 and extends through slot:55 in the 
case so that it is accessible from the exterior. Spring. 
56, maintains, the levers normally in the position: shown 
with lever 51 against stop pin 57 and lever 53 in en. 
gagement with stoppin. 58. To return wheel assembly. 
11, and thus disc 14, to a position for zero reading through: 
window 7, lever 53 is shifted. to the position.illustrated. 
in phantom, where lever 51 is thereby forced against stop. 
pin 59. This disengages wheel. 20: from detent spring 
37 and from possible interference with offset tooth: 36. 
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wheel assembly 20. The assembly is stopped so that disc 
14 will give a zero reading by means of tab 60 projecting 
from wheel 20 engaging pin 61, carried by lever 51, which 
will preclude further rotation. The counter is then cleared 
to zero and is ready for re-use. 

Certain modifications and changes in structure may 
be made from that of the preferred embodiment described 
above without departing from the scope of the invention. 
For example, some or all of the numerals for the cog 
wheel assemblies may be inscribed directly on the cog. 
wheels, eliminating the necessity of separate numeral discs. 
It is also possible to arrange the actuating mechanism 
so that the ratchet finger operates directly on cogwheel 
18 rather than on a separate cog wheel 21. Or the ac 
tuating arrangement could be adapted to directly rotate 
wheel assembly 10 rather than directly rotating wheel 
assembly 9. Furthermore, it is obvious that the cog 
wheel assemblies could be mounted in a housing differing 
somewhat from the case illustrated, or they could be 
mounted on a separate frame to be subsequently inserted 
in a housing, and the term "case” as used herein is in 
tended to include such arrangements. 

It should be clearly understood that the foregoing de 
tailed description is given by way of illustration and ex 
ample only, the spirit and scope of this invention being 
limited only by the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. A counter comprising a case; three cogwheel means 

rotatably mounted in said case, the first of said cogwheel 
means being in operative engagement with the second of 
said cogwheel means for simultaneous rotation therewith, 
said second cog wheel means being laterally and axially 
fixed and including means for engaging the third of said 
cog wheel means and operative for rotating said third 
cog wheel means a predetermined fraction of a revolu 
tion for each revolution of said second cogwheel means; 
means for effecting rotation of said first and second cog. 
wheel means; and laterally movable means for causing 
said first and said third cog wheel means to return to a 
predetermined position independent of said second cog 
wheel means. 

2. A device as recited in claim 1 in which said means 
for effecting rotation of said first and second cog wheel 
means comprises a plunger member operable from the 
exterior of said case, and ratchet means associated there 
with for engaging said first cogwheel means. 

3. A counter comprising case means; a first rotatable 
means mounted in said case means; a second laterally 
and axially fixed rotatable means mounted in said case 
means, said second rotatable means operatively engaging 
said first rotatable means whereby said first and second 
means rotate simultaneously; a third rotatable means 
mounted in said case means, said second rotatable means 
including a projecting portion for intermittently engaging 
said third rotatable means, whereby said third rotatable 
means is rotated a predetermined fraction of a revolution 
for every one revolution of said second rotatable means; 
laterally movable manually operable means for disengag 
ing said first rotatable means from said second rotatable 
means and returning said first rotatable means to a pre 
determined position; and laterally movable manually op 
erable means for independently returning said thirdro 
tatable means to a predetermined position. 

4.- A counter comprising a case; a first cogwheel means 
rotatably mounted in said case; ratchet means engaging 
said first cog wheel means for effecting intermittent frac 
tional rotation thereof; a second cogwheel means op 
eratively engaging said first cog wheel means for rota 
tion therewith, said second cogwheel means being free 
for rotation by said first cogwheel-means through an in 
finite number of successive codirectional revolutions and 
including a pin projecting therefrom; a third cogwheel 
means rotatably mounted in said case, said third cog 
wheel means being disposed relative to said second cog 
wheet means whereby it is engaged by said pin during a 

Coif spring 38 then unwinds, reversing the rotation of 75 fractional portion of each revolution of said second cog 
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wheel means, whereby said third cogwheel means is ad 
vanced a predetermined fraction of a revolution for every 
one revolution of said second cogwheel means; manually 
operable return means for rotating said first cog wheel 
means whereby said first cogwheel means is returnable to 
a predetermined position independent of said other cog 
wheel means, said return means including a spring and 
a stop; and manually operable return means for rotating 
said third cogwheel means whereby said third cogwheel 
means is returnable to a predetermined position, said last 
mentioned return means including a spring and a stop; 
each of said cog wheel means being provided with indi 
cator markings thereon. 

5. A counter comprising a case; a first cogwheel means 
rotatably mounted in said case; a second cogwheel means 
rotatably mounted in said case, said second cog wheel 
means being normally in engagement with said first cog 
wheel means for equal and simultaneous rotation there 
with, said second cog wheel means being rotatable by 
said first cogwheel means through an infinite number of 
Successive codirectional revolutions; means for effecting 
fractional rotation of said first and said second cogwheel 
means; third cogwheel means rotatably mounted in said 
case, said second cogwheel means including means coop 
erating with said third cogwheel means whereby a single 
revolution of said second cog wheel means rotates said 
third cog wheel means a predetermined fraction of a 
revolution; laterally movable manually operable means 
for independently returning said first cogwheel means to 
a predetermined position; and laterally movable manual 
ly operable means for independently returning said third 
cog wheel means to a predetermined position, each of 
said cogwheel means being provided with indicator mark 
ings thereon. 

6. A counter comprising a case; a first cog wheel 
means; means for rotatably mounting said first cogwheel 
means in said case, reciprocable means engaging said first 
cog Wheel means and operative for rotating said first cog 
Wheel means in a normal direction; a second cog wheel 
means; means for rotatably mounting said second cog 
wheel means in said case, said second cog wheel means 
being in operative engagement with said first cog wheel 
means whereby said second cog wheel means normaliy 
rotates equally with said first cog wheel means; a third 
cog Wheel means; means for rotatably mounting said 
third cogwheel means in said case; pin means secured 
to and carried by said second cogwheel means for engag 
ing said third cog wheel means during a fractional por 
tion of each revolution of said second cog wheel means 
for thereby advancing said third cog wheel means a pre 
determined fraction of a revolution for each revolution of 
said second cogwheel means; retention means for retain 
ing said third cog wheel means in each position to which 
said third means is so advanced, said mounting means 
for said third cog wheel means including laterally mova 
ble return means for disengaging said third cog wheel 
means from said retention means and independently re 
turning said third cog wheel means to a predetermined 
position; said mounting means for said first cog wheel 
means including laterally movable return means for dis 
engaging said first cogwheel means from said second cog 
Wheel means and independently returning said first cog 
Wheel means to a predetermined position; said cog wheel 
means being each provided with indicator markings 
thereon. 

7. A device as recited in claim 6 in which said third 
cog Wheel means is provided with ten teeth whereby for 
said fractional engagement said pin individually and suc 
cessively contacts each of said teeth on successive revolu 
tions thereof for advancing said third cog wheel means 
one tenth of a revolution for every complete revolution 
of said second cogwheel means. 

8. A counter comprising a case; a first rotatable means, 
said first rotatable means including a cogwheel; means for 
mounting said first rotatable means in said case; manu 
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6 
ally operable means projecting beyond said case and 
operable for effecting rotation of said first rotatable means; 
a second rotatable means; means for mounting said sec 
ond rotatable means in said case, said second rotatable 
means including a cogwheel meshingly engaging said first 
mentioned cog wheel, said cogwheels having an equal 
number of teeth; a third rotatable means, said third ro 
tatable means including a cog wheel; means for mounting 
said third rotatable means in said case; detent means for 
maintaining said third rotatable means in a stationary 
position said rotatable means being provided with an 
equal number of indicator markings thereon; a pin se 
cured to and carried by said second rotatable means and 
adapted to engage a tooth of said last mentioned cog 
wheel for overcoming said detent and advancing said 
last mentioned cog wheel in a normal direction of rota 
tion; means associated with said mounting means for said 
third rotatable means for disengaging said third rotatable 
means from said detent and from said pin and sub 
sequently rotating said third rotatable means to a pre 
determined position; said mounting means for said first 
cog wheel means including means associated therewith 
for disengaging said first mentioned cog wheel from said 
second mentioned cog wheel, and said first rotatable means 
from said manually operable means, for Subsequently 
rotating said first rotatable means to a predetermined 
position. 

9. A counter comprising a case; a first cogwheel means; 
means for rotatably mounting said first cog wheel means 
in said case; intermittently operable means engaging said 
first cog wheel means for effecting rotation of said first 
cog wheel means in a normal direction; a second cog 
wheel means; means for rotatably mounting said second 
cogwheel means in said case, said second cogwheel means 
being in operative engagement with said first cog wheel 
means whereby said second cog wheel means is equally 
rotatable therewith; a third cog wheel means; means for 
rotatably mounting said third cog wheel means in said 
case; pin means secured to and carried by said second cog 
wheel means and adapted to engage said third cog wheel 
means on each rotation of said second cog wheel means 
for advancing said third cog wheel means in a normal 
direction of rotation an amount less than one revolution; 
means for retaining said third cog wheel means in each 
position so advanced; manually operable means for later 
ally shifting said third cogwheel means, thereby disengag 
ing said third cog wheel means from said second cog 
wheel means and from said retaining means and operable 
for returning said third cog wheel means to a predeter 
mined position; and manually operable means for later 
ally shifting said first cog wheel means, thereby disengag 
ing said first cog wheel means from said second cog wheel 
means and from said intermittently operable means and 
operable for returning said first cog wheel means to a 
predetermined position. 

10. A counter comprising a case; three rotatable units 
mounted in said case, each of said units being provided 
with an equal number of indicator markings thereon, said 
case including cover means having apertures therethrough 
whereby said indicator markings are visible; each of said 
units including a cogwheel associated therewith, the cog 
wheels of the first and second of said units being normally 
in meshing engagement for equal simultaneous rotation; 
means associated with said second unit adapted to driv 
ingly engage the third of said units during a fractional 
portion of each complete rotation of said second unit; 
means operable from the exterior of said case for effecting 
rotation of said first and second units; means operable 
from the exterior of said case for disengaging said first 
and second cog wheels and automatically rotating said 
first unit to a predetermined angular position; and means 
operable from the exterior of said case for automatically 
rotating said third unit to a predetermined angular posi 
tion. 
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11. A device as recited in claim 10 including in addition 
detent means for yieldably retaining said first and second 
units in a stationary position; and detent means for yield 
ably retaining said third unit in a stationary position, said 
means for disengaging said first and second cog wheels 
including lever means for mounting said first unit in said 
case, said lever means being laterally shiftable to thereby 
move said first cog wheel to a position remote from said 
second cog wheel and from said first mentioned detent 
means, and further including a spring for rotating said 
first wheel when so disengaged and a stop associated with 
said lever means for terminating said rotation at said pre 
determined angular position. 

12. A counter comprising a case, said case including a 
cover plate; three cog wheel assemblies; means for rotat 
ably mounting said cogwheel assemblies in said case, each 
of said assemblies being provided with indicator markings 
thereon, said cover plate having openings therein whereby 
said indicator markings are visible from the exterior of 
said case; manually operable means for rotating the first 
of said assemblies, said means including a plunger mem 
ber projecting beyond said case; said first and second 
assemblies including cog wheels having an equal number 
of teeth and disposed whereby they are normally in mesh 
ing engagement whereby said wheels rotate equally and 
simultaneously; said second assembly having a projecting 
pin rotatable therewith; the third of said assemblies in 
cluding a cog wheel, said pin being adapted to engage a 
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single tooth of said third cog wheel during a fractional 
portion of each revolution of said second assembly 
whereby said third-assembly is advanced a predetermined 
fraction of a revolution for each complete revolution of 
said second assembly; detent means engaging said third 
assembly for yieldably retaining said assembly in a sta 
tionary position; said mounting means for said third 
assembly including a lever projecting beyond said case 
and movable to shift said third cog wheel to a position 
remote from said second assembly and said detent; spring 
means mounted in said case and engaging said third as 
sembly for rotating said third assembly when so shifted; 
stop means for precluding rotation of said third assembly 
by said spring means beyond a predetermined position; 
said mounting means for said first assembly including a 
lever projecting beyond said case and movable to shift 
Said first cogwheel to a position remote from said second 
assembly; a second spring means mounted in said case and 
engaging said first assembly for rotating said first assembly 
when so shifted; and stop means for precluding rotation 
of said first assembly by said second spring means beyond 
a predetermined position. 
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